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Morning         

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

I have done my Brainjogging.               

I have brushed my teeth.               

I have showered.               

I have made my bed.               

I have placed my dirty clothes in the 
hamper.               

I have eaten breakfast.               

I have finished my homework.               

My homework is in my bookbag.               

My agenda is in my bookbag.               

I have my lunch box.               

        

School        

Math Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday   

I wrote down ALL my homework.             

I wrote down ALL upcoming test dates.             

I took notes in each class.             

I entered all assignments in my binder 
appendix.             

I put my assignments in their proper place 
in my binder.             

I put all homework materials and books in 
my bookbag.             

        

Literature Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday   

I wrote down ALL my homework.             

I wrote down ALL upcoming test dates.             

I took notes in each class.             

I entered all assignments in my binder 
appendix.             

I put my assignments in their proper place 
in my binder.             

I put all homework materials and books in 
my bookbag.             
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Science Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday   

I wrote down ALL my homework             

I wrote down ALL upcoming test dates             

I took notes in each class             

I entered all assignments in my binder 
appendix             

I put my assignments in their proper place 
in my binder             

I put all homework materials and books in 
my bookbag             

        

Social Studies Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday   

I wrote down ALL my homework.             

I wrote down ALL upcoming test dates.             

I took notes in each class.             

I entered all assignments in my binder 
appendix.             

I put my assignments in their proper place 
in my binder.             

I put all homework materials and books in 
my bookbag.             

        

Religion Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday   

I wrote down ALL my homework.             

I wrote down ALL upcoming test dates.             

I took notes in each class.             

I entered all assignments in my binder 
appendix.             

I put my assignments in their proper place 
in my binder.             

I put all homework materials and books in 
my bookbag.             
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After school         

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday   

I put my backpack in its home.             

I emptied my lunchbox .             

I put my lunchbox in its home.             

I Brainjogged.             

I headed all homework assignments with 
my name, the assignment name, page 
number and date.             

I highlighted or underlined all direction 
words.             

I read all required reading.             

I entered school-related word lists into my 
Brainjogging.             

How many word lists did I generate?             

I entirely completed my homework.             

I asked my parents for help when I didn't 
understand.             

I put my homework back in my bookbag.             

I completed my chores.             

        

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 


